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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements
«

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the

application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews

Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as

warranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1 .11 1 , 1 .1 35. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1 .2 Business to be transacted in writing.

All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to

any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself

incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless

the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies

which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the

interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction

requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing

out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the

substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The lnterview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the

"Contents" section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the

conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address

either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other

circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:

- Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
- Name of applicant

- Name of examiner
- Date of interview

- Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)

- Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)

- An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted
- An identification of the specific prior art discussed

- An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

- The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It

should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview

unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the

substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:

1 ) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,

2) an identification of the claims discussed,

3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,

4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,

5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not

required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the

examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully

describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and

7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by
the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner's version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, "Interview Record OK" on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner's initials.
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Paul E Milliken
Patent and Trademark Attorney

9061 Wall Street, N W
Massillon, OH 44646-1676

FAX TRANSMITTAL

Telephone (330) 830-1555
Facsimile (330)830-0266
E-mail paulmilliken@ss9net.com

Date: April 4, 2005 Page 1 of 23

TO: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS, PO BOX 1450,

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1450

ATTENTION; EXAMINER SARA S CLARKE, ART UNIT 3749

FAX NUMBER: (571) 273-4873

FROM: PAUL MILLIKEN
If you do not receive any of the pages, please call Paul Milliken (330) 830-1555

MESSAGE:

RE: Inventor: Douglas Hadfield

FIREPLACE AND FIREBACK THEREFOR (Docket No. P385)
US SERIAL NO. 10/680,834 FILED: 10/07/2003

Transmitted herewith is an Informal Draft of a Proposed Amendment (B) for
discussion with vou tomorrow. Please call me tomorrow (Tue April 5th any time
between 9:00 and 1 1 :00am or 2:30 to 5:30pm to discuss this Amendment.

The three month response date is Thursday, April 7, 2005 so I hope we will be
able to resolve the issues in this application so that a formal Amendment can be
faxed to you before that date.

Respectfully submitted,

Paul E Milliken

Attorney for Applicant

Certificate of Transmittal

Paul E Milliken

Signature
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DRAFT
PATENT

IN THE US PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Douglas Hadfield Examiner: Sara Sachie Clarke

Serial No: 10/680,834 Art Unit: 3749

Filed: 10/07/2003 Docket No. P385

For: FIREPLACE AND FIREBACK April 4, 2004
THEREFOR

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

PROPOSED AMENDMENT "B" /FOR INFORMAL DISCUSSION!)

In response to Office Action dated 01/07/2005, please amend the application as

follows:

CLAIMS

Please amend the claims as shown in Enclosure (A) by deleting the portions

shown in double brackets
[[ ]] or by strike through and adding the underlined portions,

Also cancel Claim 1 and add new claims 18 and 19 as shown in Enclosure (A).

COMMENTS
Claim 18 is based on the previous amended Claim 1 with additional matter to more clearly

define the structural differences between Park and the present invention.

Claim 19 is based on matter disclosed on page 3 lines 21-23 of the Specification.

With reference to the Examiners comments on page 2 under 35 USC § 1 12, we have
amended the wording in Claim 17 to the matter disclosed on page 9 lines 7 & 8.

With reference the Examiner's comments in her response to the previous arguments, we
do not understand the Examiner's reference to the Declaration. The field of Invention is

clearly fireplaces and firebacks for open fireplaces. We do not see that this has any
bearing on our argument that there are two distinct forms of open fire. It is very common
for an Inventor to think prior to Examination that his invention has wider application than

PAGE 2/23 ' RCVD AT 4/4(2005 9:25:28 PM [Eastern Daylight Time) SVR:USPTO-EFXRF-1/24 * DNIS:2734873
1
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or * -"

may be apparent during and after Examination.

Radiation-type fireplaces (also called masonry or refractory fireplaces) have walls of

refractory material which are well-insulated, so that their surfaces get as hot as possible

over a large area, and re-radiate the maximum quantity of heat.

Circulation-type fireplaces (also called convection or prefabricated box fireplaces) have

thin walls, so that most of the heat of combustion is conducted through them to the

circulating air behind, Some heat is also radiated from the firebed, and a very little from

the walls.

As a support for our contention that refractory fireplaces and pre-fabricated steel fireboxes

function differently we enclose pages 8-10 and 70-76 from the book "How to Plan and

Build fireplaces" Sunset Books published 1981 by Lane Publishing Co. of Menlo Park Ca.

USA (Enclosure (B)), and pages 60,74 & 76 of "Book of Successful Fireplaces 20th

Edition by R.J, Lytle and M.J Lytle published 1977 by Structures Publishing Co,

Farmington, Mi, USA (Enclosure (Q).

On page 9 of the Sunset Books publication it quite clearly distinguishes between masonry
Fireplaces and prefabricated heat circulating types of fireplace. Page 60 of the Lytle

publication explains that conventional masonry fireplaces radiate heat from the heated
brickwork that surround the flames and pages 74 and 76 describes how the fabricated

fireplace gives heat mostly by convection or circulation.

We would suggest that inventions that relate to the circulation type fire e.g. Park are not

necessarily relevant to radiation type fires.

Not withstanding the above the applicant has amended the claims to more fully

distinguish from Park. The applicant now claims a refractory fireback having walls with
inner surfaces that form one of a generally frustoconical and pyramidal shape with all the
inner surfaces sloping inwardly from a height substantially level with the firebed to the top
of the fireback to continuously decrease the cross sectional within the inner surfaces from
a larger area substantially at the level of the firebed to a substantially smaller area at the

PAGE 3123 * RCVD AT 4/4/2005 9:25:28 PM [Eastern Daylight Time] • SVR:USPTO-EFXRF-1/24 ' DNIS:2734873« CSID:330 830 0266* DURATION (mnt-ss):07-36
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3

top of the fireback.

There are several structural differences between Park (CH 665012) and the present

invention as now claimed in Claim 18.

1) the present invention is a refractory fireback whereas Park discloses a fabricated steel

fire box. This is a significant difference as has been discussed above.

2) We require that the ALL the inner surfaces slope inwardly form a height substantially

level with the firebed to the top of the fireback. Clearly in Park the rear wall begin to slope

inwardly from a different height to the side walls and rear wall slopes inwardly from a

height not substantially level with the firebed, but at height which is substantially level with

the mid~height of the fire opening 4.

3) We require that the cross-section decreases continuously at a steady rate with

increasing height from the fire bed, from the level of the firebed to the top of the fireback.

Clearly in Park the reduction in cross-sectional area will involve a step change at the mid

height level of the fire opening when the rear wall also begins to slope inwardly.

The newly cited Wade relates to a fireplace having a steel firebox lined on its inner

surface with refractory material. The purpose of the structure Is to transmit heat through to

an air channel in a similar manner to Park. The thin refractory layer protects the steel

allowing thinner steel to be used, and simulates a conventional fireback.

Since we are essentially dealing with very simple products we would emphasis that what
appear to be minor differences in structure do make considerable differences to the

operation of a fireplace.

Both Hendricks and Buffington disclose refractory fireplaces but do not show the features

2 & 3 disclosed above. The same comments apply to Zeller.

No combination of cited art discloses the present Invention as now claimed.

PAGE 4/23 ' RCVD AT 4/4/2005 9:25:28 PM (Eastern Daylight Time] SVR:USPTO€FXRF-1/24 DNIS:2734873
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4

The applicant has devised a new and inventive refractory fireback in which all the inner

surfaces of the walls slope steadily inwards from the level of the fire bed to frie top of

the fireback giving improved heat radiation into the room as well as ensuring a smooth

and much increased up draught to ensure that substantially all smoke is removed from

the fireplace. All this explained on page 6 of the specification. The up draught can be

controlled in the usual way by means of a damper in the region of the throat.

It is believed that the claims as presently amended patentably distinguish over the cited

references and this application should now be in condition for allowance and such action

is respectfully requested.

If the Examiner still feels that there are some minor matters which still need to be resolve,

Applicant's attorney would welcome a phone call from the Examiner at the below listed

phone number.

Respectfully submitted,

Attorney for Applicant

Paul E Milliken

9061 Wall Street, NW
Massillon, Ohio 44646-1676

Phone: (330) 830-1555
Fax: (330) 830-0266

Certificate of Transmittal
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile transmitted to the US Patent and
Trademark Office (Fax No. (703) 872-9306 April 4. 2004
Paul E Milliken

Signature,
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1 0/680,834 ENCLOSURE (A)

AMENDMENT (B) CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

5 1. (cancelled)

2. (currently amended) A fireback as claimed in Claim [[1 ]] 18 wherein the

inner surfaces of the fireback walls have at feast in some places their surface area

increased by having raised surface features thereon.

10 3. {previously presented) A fireback as claimed in Claim 2 wherein the inner

surfaces have at least in some areas, corrugations or undulations formed thereon.

4. (previously presented) A fireback as claimed in Claim 3, wherein the

corrugations or undulations form peaks extending substantially parallel to the base

is of the fireback.

5. (currently amended) A fireback as claimed in Claim [[1J] 18, wherein the inner

surfaces of the fireback slope inwardly at an angle of between 15-25 degrees of

arc from the vertical

20

6. (cancelled)

7. (cancelled)

25 8. (cancelled)

9. (cancelled)

10. (cancelled)

PAGE 6/23 * RCVD AT 4/4/2005 9:25:28 PM [Eastern Daylight Time] * SVR:USPTO£FXRF-1/24
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2

1 1
.
(previously presented) A fireback as claimed in Claim 15, wherein the

fireback is formed as a single refractory cement casting.

5 12. (previously presented) A fireback as claimed in Claim 1 7, wherein the

fireback is formed as a single refractory cement casting.

13. (previously presented) A fireback as claimed in Claim 15, wherein the base

portion of the fireback from its base to a height substantially level with the fire bed

10 may be vertical.

15

20

25

14. (previously presented) A fireback as claimed in Claim 17. wherein the base
portion of the fireback from its base to a height substantially level with the fire bed
may be vertical.

15. (currently amended) a fireback as claimed in Claim [[% 18 wherein the
inner surfaces of the fireback are of generally frustoconical shape and are semi-
circular in horizontal cross-section with the fireback opening being formed on the
diameter thereof,

16. (pretfoualy preserted) A ,rebaa< as daimed
.

m Cla
.

m 5 where|n .nner
surfaces of the fireback are of a generally pyramidal shape.

17. (currently amended) A fireback aa claimed in Calm ,6, wherein the

ten Sidea with Ihe fireback opening being formed on a cenfre „ne of the baae

PAGE 7/23 ' RCVDAT4I»S 9:K:2I PM |Eislem Daylight Time]
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18. (new) A refractory fireback for use in domestic open fireplaces and which in

use surrounds a fire bed and which extends upwardly to a throat which in use

connects with a chimney, the fireback having walls with inner surfaces forming one

of a generally frustoconical and pyramidal shape with all said inner surfaces

sloping steadily inwardly from a height substantially at the level of the firebed to the

top of the fireback to decrease continuously at a steady rate with increasing height

the cross sectional area within the inner surfaces of the fireback from a larger area

substantially at the level of the fire bed to a smaller area at the top of the fireback

in use adjacent the throat.

19. (new) A fireback as claimed in Claim 18, wherein the inner surfaces of the
lower portions of the walls below the level of the firebed are either vertical or an
extension of the sloping surfaces.

15
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.-V.

k ENCLOSURE (B)

v the Editors ofSunsec Books and Sunset Ma«uzin<?

Lane Publish^ Co., Menlo Park, California
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How a conventional fireplace works

web;**
,

.£££55311

TTVv*

Chrrnney flue

Smoke and combustion gases from me burning wood
pass up me chimnoy inside a flue, usually made of
large-diameter terra coita pipe or insulated steel.

Smoke dome

££! 2?
a
#I

*,nnfl,
J
0 compress smoke ond gases ri^ng

abow
50 WHI squad2e fmo lh* chimney flue

Smoko shelf

t**,
up the chimney before

*ey can neutralize the updraft and blow smoke into
tneroom.

TTiroat

Slonikeopenfng above the firebox, where (lame, smoko,and combustion gases pas? Into the smoke chamber.

Damper

l^^,Cas(
n
0n
J
door lhal °^ns w closes themroat opening Used to check and regulate draft it

prevents to** of heat up in* chimney.

Untel

th^Jj™^^ lha
* suP^ r<s the masonry above^a^r0 ' ^rpoffii in the

Fadng

h^^utUfraCe ar0und n'eP'*ce opening. May be

Firebox

5* Eo^E hLS*
fs b<5 mad« of or fire-

ffJotS?* afe a,anted B"flht* * ra**«*

Hearth

Aahpft

Foundation

*

8 PLANNING
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masonry and prefabricated rather than by mode of
healing.

The choice U not as absolute as It may sound. The
w.dc range of style* available in each category allows
you in have the appearance of one tvpe and the per-
formance of anoiher.

Masonry fireplaces

Though masonry fireplaces are difficult and costly to
build, they continue to be popular for several valid

durable they lend an air of srruciural solidity ro the

both .(iMde and out. Perhaps most important, these'

nut"?
teCl>

"f
afW*>*c and stabilitybecause of the long traditions behind them. (Manvpeople find it Impossible to im8glne keeping^home fire* bumlngm a free-form. fr^Sng n,e.a.

For those who wish the durability and strength buinot the nosialgla. masonry fireplaces can teZdmmodern decor by a facing ofZ. oTco^£££,£
wT^^ °r pol,S,,ec, ^ughlh^to™
wall -s the traditional location far, Mvinfroon, n«
P^cc. Voure likely to lino a modemde^fi

5 tS?^Ji(
lhe 'r8,W" »e about

5.000 pounds-masonry fireplaces usually arefounrf

above the other In two-storv buildirms b^.k, „r
their considerable bum. most are KJSSSte
huiWing. Jn new construction they mav be locatedon .ns.de or outside wall, with equal ease assumingrhere is no difference in grade level*

**""»«*

ships: firebox ripening to firebox volume tooamoer

£ Writ- weH12^ ^ifiht
'

b« ic
1

1

fairlj well worked out. but other fine shading* ofshape and proponlon require a skilled designer andcareful masonry work. These design deoil, can beCirmmyented by use of a prefabrieared metal insert

Such ™»n
1 damp<r- and

Such metal inserts come in both conventional and
heat.cirxula.ing type.,, but still the masonrv workdemands professional skills. (Heat-circulating typesmay be made especially complex by their dueffi if*« extends as flexible tubing rather than being mcorporaied into the shell of the fireplace.)

8

There is a less critical form of masonry that can

f
h
?
mcowners

' Concrete blocks can
* «^/°'ced properly by a moderately

skilled amateur builder. (The design fcor, remaincrmcal-and can be harder ,o control because of thelarge s,ae ,.f concrete blocks.) Concrete blocks alsoare less expensive than brick.

Prefabricated metal fireplaces

These fireplaces come In each of the mafor types—
conventional, heai-clrculating, and freestandina fThe
first two are called -bull,. Ins.") THey all share the»me basic advantages: relatively low cost, ease of

light weight (600 to 800 pounds with facing).
A prefabricated built-in unit automatically takes«re of the critical relationships of fireplace openlna•dze to volume of firebox to damper size th«

must be resolved In designing a SSnrf^Sce
Most prefabricated units of all types have zero

clearance,ratings-they can bephced

appreciate saving in space.

Almost all of these units also carry approval tata ofone or more of the nationally recognized insrLSfon

general acceptance in local building codes.

The heat-circulating fireplace

Combustion
aJrduci

ftrvpiuc* isrwumvef to /*• sctmc Hornby runs, unil; but

PLANNING 9
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Both masonry and prekbricaied metal nreplaces
are described more completely in the chapter;
beginning on page 64. See especially pages 64-73
for masonry and 74-87 far prefabricated metal

Planning fireplace location

When fireplaces were the sole source of beat for
both comfort and cooking, they wctt found In almost
every room in a substantial house. Wherever they've
been relegated to a role of supplemental hcai source,
it Is rare to find more than one or rwo in a home.
The single fireplace usually Is located where

household members congregate to relax converse
pursue leisure actMries. and entertain gu«ts~m

'

the main living room or the family room.
But the fireplace's historical roles stril polm to

useful ideas for other locations. Kitchen fireplaces
offer a cook such fine possibilities as Dutch ovens
barbecue grills, even hooks from which to hang
simmering poo. For an intimate fireside, the suitable
rooms include dens, studies, bedrooms, or even rhat
ultimate refuge, the bathroom.

If you

V

C been thinking about a fireplace for some
time, chances are you know in some detail where youwant it and how you want it to look. Even so, asking

yourself a few questions about your reasons for want-
mg a fireplace will help pinpoint some decisions.
How often will you have fires? With whom will you
share them? Are they mainly romantic additions to
an atmosphere, or will they be necessary sources
oi heat? The next section can help you both ask and
answer these kinds of questions.

Fitting the fireplace to the room
At a holiday party, a generous fireplace attracts a
dozen souls and more with its spreading warmth. On
any wintry night a cozy little fireside invites two. butno more, to pull their chairs up close for the peace
and quiet.

r

Fining a fireplace Into a household means fitting ft
to txxh people and space. If the fire is to warm guestsfX?^ *

"

d^ ***** thc win

room big enough to hold one. Ac the other extreme,
a hideaway fireplace will serve best If the scale Is asmdmaie as the place.

This much is easy. But effective and functional
placement calls for more than correct size and

S?' If

?
n

'
For ^P'*. putting the fireplace

opening too close to a door can produce drafts thatb.llow smove into the room, or cause unwanted traV*c herween cte fire and those it warms. In Short, you

Possible fireplace locations
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70 MASONRY INSTALLATION

10) Finishing xht health* Lay the Inner heann
as soon as the subhearth has had about 12 hours to

set and the ouier brickwork has been brought up
enough courses to reach slightly above finished

hearth level. The inner hearth Is laid with firebrick,

bonded to the subhearth with a 1/2-lncrwhick bed 1

of fireclay mortar.

Note thai the firebrick floor covers only the area

needed tor the firebox. When these bricks have been

laid, they are usually covered with a layer of sand tD

protect them from mortar drops as the masonry li

buih up. The from hearth—usually laid with tile or

common brick—can be set « this time or postponed

until the fating is laid In place. Note the masonry Uo,

inserted in the mortar joints, for anchoring the dicing

when it is attached later. The dotted lines indicate

the location of firebox side wails, which always angle

Inward to improve heat radiation.

11) laying the firebox. The firebrick walls ofthe

firebox may be laid at the same time as the outer

brickwork, or they may be held off until the outer

work reaches damper height. Firebricks are laid In a

fireclay mortar thai has been mixed to consistency of

soft butter and applied in a layer 1/8 io 1/4 inch

thick. Bricks are laid flat to give greater strength to

the wall.

Back and side walls arc laid simultaneously, one

course at a time. (This must be done because the

joints are a complicated set of angles; sec step 12.)

The space between rhc angled side walls and the

outer brickwork should be filled with broken bricks

or other bits and pieces of masonry dropped in

loosely to allow for firewall expansion.

12) Setting In the back wall. Lay the back wall

plumb for about 32 inches, then slope it forward to

reflect heat outward and to provide for a smoke shcli

The angle of slope of this rear wall will be estab-

lished by the size and height of the fireplace. The

slope should form a plane, not a curve. (If the wall tt

curved, rising currents of warm air will not only flow

into the room, they will bring smoke with them.)Hw

rear wall should reach above the level of the lintel,

io serve as the back edge of the throat and also as

die back bearing surface for the damper.

Since side walls are usually laid to butt against the

sloping wall, they have to be beveled at the bad erd

to meet the angle of the wail, One way to cut sldewaih

is to put each course of brick in place dry, hold a

straight board (slanted at the proper angle) against

the rear edge of the wall, and draw a line along the

edge. Disassemble the upper course, cut the rear

brtcto on the line, and monar the course Into place.

After both side walls are laid, the sloping back wall :

may be mortared In. Tip the first course above the

straight wall by making a wedge-shaped Joint high* !

in back than in front,
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13) Prodding n damper and stBofce shelf. Except
for smoke dome* thar hoih eliminate pan of ihe
mwonry and have an incorporared damper, dampen
fall into rwn main categories; blade and diime damp,
ers. In ihe blade rypc. die damper door is hinged Of
swiveled in a flax frame. In ihe dome type (*ee draw-
ing). »hc door ia fined mm a metal housing shaped
into a throat. Some dome dampers, such as ihe one
shown here, are denned with a front edge thai
serve* a* Hntel for fireplace facing, but mcasr of them
simpry support the masonry of the inner brickwork.
In the laner ewe. a lime! is Instiled <to support the
f3CinB )afrer the damper rs j* pmnhm.
Boih damper and lintel should rwv* their bearing

JUffaccs at each end wrapped in flbere Iaw wool to
allow for heat expansion.

Dampers come with a choke ofconimls for
Opening and dosing. Same controls exiend through
lho facing some work by chain, sume have levers
operated by a poker.

14) Finishing ihe feeing. With the firebox com-
plete and [he damper in place, it is unit to build
ihe racing Don't forgei to leave 2 inches of airspace
between btnh firebox and facing rruaonrv and the
header at ihe top of the opening (The building
code requires at leasr 2 inches «>f clearance herwceni^nry and any combustible maienal adjacent to
the firebox or flue.)

There arc several pattern* far finishing morrar
fants in facings; consult a book on rnasonn- for
tuoipte. Tb obtain smocih monar joints, use a ma-
iOnapo.nt,nR trowel, it is helpful to practice wiih i,on some rough brickwork first.

Restore the inner wall surface wiih patching plas-
ter, snip* of gypsum board, or whatever material
matches Ihe existing surface.

Lay the front hearrh ro the edges of (he subheanh.
PHI any gaps with strips of subfloonng. ihen strips of
finish /loonng sagged from thai removed when vou
made the floor ojvning.

*1 £S?^if
WUn-^ "P™1"* To cenain

that water will not seep into the house around the
edges of the fireplace evening, .seal all pt ifnis where
masonry passes through th< woodwork. Where bricks
meet wood framing, they should be laid again* felt
paper. Around rhe sides, where masonry meets ex-
tefter siding, the lofnr is (lashed or caulked, depend-
ing on the rypc of siding. For stucco walls, use a
stucco parch, available ax home improvement centers.
Across the top of the firebox, metal fliWung is

needed to divert water away from the opening. Slip
one angle at the Hashing under the outer wall cover-
fog. cover with weatherproof paper, and then nail On
U* finished covering. The angle of the flashing that
flu Into the brickwork should be mortared Into a
running joint and sealed with masifc. Top flashing is
shaped to overlap side*.

stvp n

J
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St»0 IB

Step 17

Step 18

I

!]

J;

i

!

16) Building the throat and chimney. Brickwork
on both sides ofihe firebox should be stepped In for

six or seven courses until the throat narrows down to

Hue siae. The Last course should be laid to provide a

ledge }usi wide enough for the Hue tile to rest upon.

The sloped inner surface—which forms the smoke
dome—should be smoothed with monar to ease the
passage ofthc flue gases and to prevent soot buildup.
Mortar used for this |ob should be slightly richer
(more ccmcm. less sand) and drier (less water) than
that used for laying brick. Mortar Is applied with a

square-edged plasterers trowel, firick used for the
inner surface of the. smoke dome should have a

textured surface so the mortar will key into it.

Before .setting the chimney fasten weaiherproof
paper on the house wall wnere bricks will rest

against It. When setting flue tiles, It is more practical
to set and cement them in place, then lay the outside
bricks around chem. (if bricks are laid first, the new
masonry is likely to be damaged when the heavy
tiles are positioned.) To cui a tile to length, place a
«:ment sack inside, nil tightly with sand, then sever
with a series of chisel culs.

17) Penetrating the roof. At the point where the
chimney passes the roof line. H is necessary to cm
into the cave in order for the chimney to pass and
io install an anchoring device to brace the chimney.
Clear away the shingle or composition roof

surfacing for an area a foot larger all around than
the opening needed for the chimney.

Mark cutting lines on the roof sheathing 2 Inches
wider than each side of the masonry and saw out the
pieces. Remove enough or the sheathing so jou can
freely reach the plate. If the tips ofthc raAcra extend
beyond the roof line, cut them off flush with the out-

side wall. If your hnusc is equipped with gutters, cut

them with a hacksaw. Note the reinforcing steel in

each comer of the chimney masonry senJcd In with

mortar. To repeat, this is required only in earthquake

country; some local codes ignnrc It.

18) Tying-in the chimney. The chimney must
be anchored to the framing of the house by some
means ai the point it passes the roof line. There arc

several ways to do this. The drawing shows one of the

most common. A 1-inch iron strap is bent around a

die (and the reinforcing steel, If any), twisted io pass

flat through a mortar joint, and nailed io the top plate

or to a rafter. If you must fasten to a ceiling Joist, nail

cross supports across several joists to help distribute

the load.

Repair cut gutters by flUng off rough edges and
soldering caps on each of the cut ends. &e sure to

buy caps of the same metal as the gutters; otherwise

electrolytic reaction between the different metals will

corrode the edges and destroy the seal. (Be sure, too,

that there is a downspout io drain each of the severed

gutters.)
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19) Fining the flashing* Install metal (copper,

lead, galvanized Iron, aluminum) flashing around the

chimney to seal the opening against water leakage.

Flashing is applied In two layers. The bottom layer (B

and E In the drawing) J* fitted under the roof cover-

ing and bent to lie flat against the brickwork. The

second layer (A, C, D In the drawing) is cemented

and caulked Into the masonry and fitted so it overlaps

ihe first layer. This Is known is counter flashing.

Except where they overlap, flashing joints should

all be soldered. Allow some leeway between cap and

base flashing to permit the chimney to settle or move

slightly without rupturing the seal, in very cold cli-

mates, a cricket (next step) is substkuted for flashing

on the upside of the chimney

20) Installing a cricket. In severe winter region*, a

cricket or saddle Is constructed on the upside of the

chimney to divert water and snow away from the top

side. Snow and Ice collecting against a chimney can

seriously damage flashing* resulting In a leaky roof.

Heavy snow loads may even do structural damage
to the masonry itself.

A sizable cricket consists of a rldgeboard and post,

sheathed with plywood or 1-inch boards and covered

with sheet metal Crickets for smaller chimneys may
be ail sheet metal. Metal flanges extend several inches

under shingles and up the chimney. Counter flashing

covers the joint where the cricket meets the chimney
You can have the cricket made at a sheet metal shop
at the time you order flashing, tnstali the cricket and
counter flashing In the alphabetical sequence shown.

Using a metal Insert

, Several manufacturers offer metal inserts for masonry
fireplaces. These replace the firebox, smoke dome,
and clamper—saving the complicated work of build-

ing the first two and seating the third of these. They
also assure correct firebox dimensions and shape for
efficient draw in the chimney.

As comparison, using a prefabricated metal insert

replaces steps 10 through 13 of our typical install**

don, as well as the corresponding design work-

Some units are conventional, but a maloriry are de.
signed to make the fireplace hcai-circulating one.
The heat-circulating design shown at right is a com-
posite of several manufacturers' units. As Indicated,
most Inserts incorporate the ducts into the basic
shell, (a number of prefabricated built-in fireplaces
are designed with flexible ducting; see the drawings
on page 75 for comparisons.)

Inserts are available in a range of si2es In both
conventional and heat-circulating models. When in-
stalled, these units require at least 1 inch clearance
berween their outer shells and surrounding masonry
to allow for heat expansion of the metal firebox.
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PREFAB_M_ XU JM. r\ mm 7^

INSTALLATION
freestanding fireplace insta

A qp.eal prefabricated fireP !ace
installation requires neither the

credentials ofan architect
nor toe experience of a

may wen be beyond average amateur skills,
For the most part, this chapter is meant to serve as .gu.de to help you plan your specific installatioTlheempha5is IS Qn how lQ shop for a fi

n. Th

desL
y
:r "n"

5 and how to WOrk °« ** *«Wdesign you wUl need to get a building permit.

If
you do elect to Install your own fireplace,

the keyas always |, p |annlng and
,an.

nmg. Whether you opt for a freestanding fire-
place or a built-in. a successful job depends on know.
3 wh=7 <h* fireplace will sm. down to "he SaeSEhof an inch, and what will happen inside the £5 or

also depend* on knowing how much or what kinds of
material you will need to support the fireplace andhow to organize the profect from R„meKmS
to last tap of the hammer...or stroke of ,he trXl
rhJ™!l.

m^"fy "P^'lon*. we have divided this
cnapter into subjections by type of installation After»me initial general advice tneTeZ^tT
tot^i T

6 ha
,

Ve the descriptions of built.
<

•

relations Intolnsldc-the-wall andoutslde-thc-
wall sequences, since the requirements in these twoewes are no, at all the same. If you still areHeplanning stage, look through these sequences oik,concrete ideas of ,he options available*JJS?
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ntitft-in fireplaces

b^,^Pa
/

nly y°u wi" have cfl0S*" between

,

e^ivl^L '?* 3nd * eonv(flllmjl bufte-m fireplaceearly n .he planning aoxes. B„, this |, oniy lh
A

rl
.

question. Dozens of models offer hundred of onnons. some of them important to SftStetansome of them crucial to a fireplaces caS,oft
taut only as esthetic choice*.

^
w^f^u* P!l

nnl"8 °""o. be as untroubled aswe all w,sh when it centers on an object that is

whim.Sd~W^ 'S '° U* Wl owwhim. There must be a certain amount of taking one

is being added to an existing structure. Questions lillbod,u^ the fireplace ,nd upon the strlcm
™

<fwhich it must fi,, and all must be answeredI heft™you can buy a built-in without fe, ofXdKuoo«c that something w,|| not fit *>ur i
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That's available In fireplaces?

lb get the fireplace best suited to your needs, shop as
fkJeiy as you cm Looking first-hand ax what is avail-
iik la the best teacher, and talking with dcaJers will
fuse new question* at every turn. This section asks

.
some of the commoner questions and answers some
oftberrt

Dimension*. Typical built-in fireplaces have firebox
openings In the range of 28 to 42 inches wide and 16
to 24 Inches high. As noied In the chart on page 11,
the sue of your room will govern to a considerable
degree the size of this opening.

Just as important are the overaJl dimensions of the
fireplace. These will determine—at least In part—
whether the fireplace projects fully into the room, Is

; pfceed entirely outside the waJI, or falls somewhere
u
between. Typical outside dimensions for built-in
Outplaces range from 3fl to 52 inches wide, 23 to 26

. Inches from to back, and 40 to 58 inches from bottom
offirebox to top of smoke dome- In short, there is

;
far more variation in overall size than in firebox

•

r
opening.

Detailed dimensions may matter even more than

. overall dimensions If you somehow must work with
tight space. For one example, the chimney collar may
fell at the center of the front-to-back axis, or It may
fill on one side or the other of center. Since chim-

: neys must be at least 2 Inches away from combustible

j
materials, the exact location of the chimney collar

might allow you to run your chimney as planned in

i partially protecting fireplace, or might prohibit you
from putting it where you expected.

Similar questions can be raised about duct open-
ings in heat-circulating models, as their placement
varies even more widely than that of chimney collars.

Duet placement in beat-Circulating fireplaces.

TOrm air rises, cold air sinks, so the first rule ofdue
placement is simple enough: cold air intakes are at or
near the bottom of the fireplace, and warm air oudcts
are at or near the top. Still, manufacturers offer a

great variety of placements of both Intakes and out-

lets, and for good reasons.

To decide which placements will work best for you
requires a thoughtful appraisal of where you wish the

warmed air to go, and a careful look at how the face

of the fireplace will relate to duct openings. This Is of

prime importance If you are looking at model* with

Hied Inlets and outlets, but even models with adjust*

able ducting have some limitations that may make
one unit preferable to others.

For one example, It Is difficult or impossible to

place an outlet vent lower than the point at which the

adjustable portion of the ducting leaves the fireplace

shell, in a situation where you wish to get warmed
air into the room at the lowest possible elevation In

order to get maximum warmth near the fireplace, It

will pay to look for models with relatively low oudcts.

Hlrta/f0tm Off tbtr thorn* ofbeat circulation are several

Units that expei wormed air at the top ofthefireplace
opening serve best ifbeat Is meant to be kept close to the

fireplace; higher Outlets send airfartheraway

On the other hand, if you want some of the wormed
air to rise into a stairwell, or even to be ducted into

an upstairs room, you might prefer to look for a unit

with ducts placed higher off the floor,

Another point on placement: socne models are de-

signed to cake air in from the front and expel It from
the sides, or vice versa, in others, all vents are in the

front. This may t*r a factor in how you can design

your fireplace facing. Comer fireplaces, for example,
are easier to frame if all vents are at the front. 50 are

fireplaces set outside a wall.

If you're fighting for space, you may need a fire-

placr with ducting and vents Incorporated Into the

shell rather than extending out to each side.
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Forced air circulation, tf a heat-circulating fire*

place is to be loaned in a room of Urge volume, you
may w|ah 10 look into low.vclocity fans for the duct-
ing. These are buHr into some luxury models or may
be sdded as options in others. The idea is the same as
In a forced air furnace: to mix air evenly rather than
let it drift into warmer and cooler layers. Fans may be
most valuable in rooms with high ceilings, where
warm aJr tends to rise above head height if it Is noi
kept moving.

Outside aj/ duct for combustion. The heat effi-

ciency of any fireplace is improved by ducting com-
bustion air from outside, as noted In the opening
chapter, weathcnlghr houses can inhibit draft too
much for a fire to burn well, and draft-ridden houses
can even experience a net heai loss as the fire sucks
outside air through cracks around doom and win-
dows 10 feed combustion. The placement of an Inlet
tn n built-in fireplace can be crucial. In some models.
I he duct is in the firebox floor, so ir must reach down'
into q crawl space or basement In others, paired
ducts at the sides are flexible, so ihey can reach down
through the floor or our through a waJI; these add
several inches to the width of framing.

Fireclay lining la Arebox. All firebox floors are
lined with fireclay, In some umts, all firebox surfaces
are lined, (n others, only the back wall may be. rn still

others, you can buy clip-in side walls to complete the
lining. (There Is an esthetic choice, too. $ornc linings
are patterned to look like brick; others are smooth
surfaced.)

The functional difference is when you get warmed,
not how much. The fireclay slows the convection
process at first, but once heated, it keeps warming
air even after the fire dwindles.

Knockout for gu jets, if you plan to have a gas log
lighier. placement of the knockouts can be a factor,

especially if you will have to work in cramped space
or if you plan 3 partial projection of the fireplace.

Mnst units have knockouts on both side walls.

Weight, fireplace units alone weigh In the range or
150 to 400 pounds. Class A chimneys 15 inches in

diameter weigh about 8 pounds per lineal root. Since
floors are designed to carry dead weight loads of 40
pounds per square foot, these weights are not critical

in themselves. However, if you plan to use one of the

heavier facings around your fireplace, total weight
may require extra under-floor support. \bu will want
to keep accurate measure, especially If the Installation

it awpy from a bearing wall.

What's available in chimneys

Built-in fireplaces must be connected to Class A
(all fuel) chimneys. To meet codes, these chimneys
must be installed with approved supports and other
related devices. Use only pipe and components pro-
vided or specified by the fireplace manufacturer.

76 PREFAB INSTALLATION

Class A chimneys come in varied lengths (usually
12, 18. 24, 36, and 48 inches) and outside diameters
(8, 10. 12, and 15 inches). UTUch diameter you use
will be governed by the collar on top of your fire-
place. Lengths usually are mixed In any one installa-
tion in order to keep Joints away from combustible
materials and to allow maximum support. Some
dealers offer formulas for mixing lengths.

Most Class A chimneys arc designed to allow
weather exposure, but some arc meant only for
use In protccTcd conditions.

Unluce nreplaces, they do not allow aero clearance,
in most cases, the walls are 7, Inches thick and must
have 2-Inch clearance from combustible materials
all around.

To maintain required clearances in Inside in-
stallations, manufacturers offer ftrestop spacers for
use when the chimney passes through a celling or
floor, and flashing for use at the roof. For exterior
installations, wall hands serve the same purpose.
Mosi codes also require that these chimneys be

capped as weather protection. A majority of caps
double as spark arresters.

Elbows—usually available in 15° and $0* bends—
allow offsets in chimneys. For a minor shift, two can
be fitted directly together. To accomplish a larger
ofrVct. a length of pipe can be sandwiched between
a pair.

For situations where a chimney passes through a
wall, you will need a thimble—a special type of fire-

stop spacer. There are designs for both horizontal
and angled chimneys.

Above the roof, you will need flashing, a storm col-

lar, and a chimney cap for weather protection. Most
caps double as spark arresters, in some cases, you
may also need bracing.

Measuring for a chimney. To estimate your needs,

first make an elevation sketch of your house similar

to the one at fight. As shown, measure the hdghc of

the fireplace room (A), the room above, if any (8),

and the aitic from the proposed ceiling opening to

the high aide of the roof opening (C).

Next, figure the chimney height above the roof.

The chimney must extend at least 3 feet above the

high side or the roof opening, and must also be 2 feet

ullcr than ihc highest point on the roof within 10 feet

?f rhc opening ( measured horizontally, as shown),
the highest point may be a ridge, dormer, or CupoJi;

on steep-pitched roofs, the point may fall on the roof

plane itself. To get the total height, add che above-roof

height ro measurements A, F*. and C, plus the chick'

ncsses of ceilings and roof.

To determine the amount of chimney pipe needed,

subtract from your original total the height of the

Hreplacc, and that of a raised hearth If you're using

one. Note any offsets.

This information will allow your fireplace dealer
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ENCLOSURE (C)

BOOK OF
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How to B**ild. Decorate
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i
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5. convenTionaL
FirePLaces

The conventional masonry fireplace ha* become the sun*
dard in America—by being suitable to our needs; adapt -

able to our fuels of wood orcoal; moderate in coat, or elabo-

rately expensive to suit the variable need* or desires;

enjoyable In home, cottage, camp, club, office or mansion:
as a main source of heat and comfort or, in buildings with

central heat, as a supplemental or emergency heat source,

and, in all cases providing the nostalgic, heart-warming
pleasure* of a blatinjt log Are.

Planning the location, siae, and general character of

your fireplace is a subject worthy or careful study by
architects, buildern. homeowners, and masons. Factors of

location, interior planning and design are covered in

Chapter 2.

Handicap of Too Lqryr a Firtpiace. Top~fin>pioc* tootoW for fire, Radiates to* heat than where flame fits the
ftnpiace smoothly-a* bottom.

60

The Oueition of Sire

Home planners often need to be warned against the senti-

mental desire for "a great big fireplace/ 1 They forget that a

great big fire would probably drive them out of the room.
They need to be told that a small fire In a big fireplace is

not efficient heating.

As mentioned earlier, a fireplace thirty inches wide,
well filled with flame, will provide more heal than the
same fire built in a larger fireplace.

Heat radiated from a fireplace comes, to a large
eitent. from the heated brickwork that surrounds the
flame. The closer the brickwork to the flame, the more il

ia heated. In the ease of the thirty-inch fireplace in the
diagram above. Lhe back and sides are both heated. In the
forty-eight'inch fireplace, only a portion of the back
masonry is heated. More heat undoubtedly goes up the
chimney.

The larger fireplace requires a larger flue. In case of
the forty -eight-inch opening, the flue lining would have to
be the eiiteen-inch-by-sitteen-mpb sixe, while the smaller,
thirty-inch fireplace would be adequately servod by a
tw«lve-inch«by.twe|ve-inch flue. To maintain a steady
draft, the larger flue would need 60 per cent more air from
some lource. With a moderate-size fire, it probably would
not get such a volume of air. The up-draft would tend to
be alugjn'sh and. if ventilation were restricted, there would
be a tendency to downdraft. And, presuming that a good
draft were established in the larger flue, there would
plainly be more cold air to heat.

So, plan no larger -fire than your room requires, and
plan the fireplace to fit the fire snugly if you want maxi-
mum warmth.

Plons

If carefully tested plana such as those shown in this book
are used, or the fireplace ia built in accord with the tables
*nd technical standarda provided, the operation* should be
completely satisfactory. Where trouble is encountered it
will be found to be caused by some environmental condi-
tion or the violation of the basic miea found herein
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a Hear circuLaunG

The all-metal heat-circulating fireplace **rve* an

efficient fireplace uilh any deBirvd exteriar trim

treatment. Air inlets or outlets that provide heal

circulation (shown on tht tide) con he extended ta other

rooma. as well as artistically treated in the finished

trim. (Majestic)

Man than th™ hundred year* of eiperiment have boon

devoted to the problem of going beyond the m«onry fire-

place and conserving heat ordinarily waated up the chim-

ney The first step in thia direction came about forty yean

ago with the introduction of the circulator fireplace.

Your masonry fireplace gives you only the radiated

heat from the fire. A circulator fireplace give* you the

radiated heat from the fire, plus the other Uind-the circu-

lated, convection heated air-greatly increaaing the value

received from the fuel you have paid for.

For the summer cottage, for the hunting cabin, or a

between-seaaon home healing system, or simply for use on

those days when quick warmth will feel good but the uae

of the furnace is not quite justified, the circulator will pay

for itself. In colder climatee, the circulating fireplace will

pay it* small additional coat in reduction of fuel u*d by

the main heating system. An additional advantage of this

form of fireplace is ita pre-built nature permitting ease of

installation by the do-it-yourselfer or unskilled workman.

Thia approach eliminates much of the measuring, chwk-

in*, and guesswork involved in the conatruction of a con-

ventional masonry fireplace. At the same time, the circu-

lator retains ihe conventional appearance and charm.

How They Work

Like a worm-air furnace, circulating have double-wall

conatruction. The1 inner Steel wall surrounds the fire

chamber as does the firebrick in a masonry fireplace.

Between the inner and outer walla is an air chamber.

Air comes into this chamber through grilles at floor level,

is heaiod by contact with the walla of the fireplace, and

discharged through register* to the interior of the home,

Additional heating efficiency can be obtained by adding

fans to the warm air ducts which also permits the healing

of a greater area.

An eiample of the greater heat extraction from a

circulator follows. A typical thirty -six-inch width of fire-

place front opening has approiimateJy one thousand

square inches of arcs through which the heat radiates. A

modern circulator of similar size w\|| have nearly three
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thousand Additional square inches af steel surface erposed

either to the fi/e or the hot products of combustion. These

Gteel surfaces heat the nir passed over them by convection

and paw it on lo the room—or even adjacent rooms—

through a ayatem of strategically located intake and out-

let ducts and grille*.

Architectural Planning

Circulating fireplaces can be located in any location that a

conventional masonry fireplace may occupy. Their loca-

tion on an interior wall may be dictated by the deaire to

heat two or more rooms from the several ducts available.

Circulators are available from some manufacturers as

comer models, right and left hand and as through wall

unita opening on two rooms, Jn conventional fireplaces of

this type, an extremely high percentage of the heat is lost

up the chimney. With a circulator a good deal of this can
be captured, and at the same time the unique charm of

this type of fireplace is retained. Manufacturer's instruc-

tions about draft, Hue sire, chimney cap, etc, should be

closely followed.

The placement of grilles often affect* the appearance
of circulators. In many cases, outlet grilles are located in

the upper masonry of the fireplace front. Should some
other location be preferred architecturally, projection of

the fireplace from the plane of the wall leaves an incon-

spicuous side position available Tor them. Shelving-may

further disguise their presence.

A new concepi in heat circulating fireplaces. Some are

now completely pre-built, like thi* Western Fireplaces

mode/. Air come* in at the bottom, circulates around

refractory line, and then out the top. No masonry

required except far hearth and decoratioe surround. (A.

R. Wood)

COOL A»n INLET
AlP PASSES THROUGH
GRILLE IN CLOSET DOOR

CIRCULATING
FIREPLACE USED
TO HEAT ROOMS
DIRECTLY IN BACK
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